
Year 2 : Seaside’s in the past

Powerful knowledge

Significant dates, 
people and places

Around 1700s
Seaside holidays first 
started and at first it 
was only the rich who 
went on holiday.
1840s
Railways were invented 
which meant more people 
could go on holidays
First British seaside town
It was Scarborough
Scarborough
Acidic water was found 
here, and it was believed 
to be helpful treating 
minor ailments and made 
the town very popular
1815
King George IV 
transformed his home 
into a palace by the sea 
as he really liked to visit 
the seaside. Part of the 
home has been 
transformed into a 
museum

What should I already know?
-History refers to the passing of time
-Common words related to the passing of time
-How to ask and answer question

History –learning about 
past events people and 
decisions

N/C – changes in living memory

Interesting facts  - Seaside’s were not always popular destinations



Glossary/Key Events
holiday An extended period of leisure spent away from home

seaside A place by the sea, especially a beach area or holiday resort.

Who used to visit seasides in 
the past?

At first rich people used to go to the seaside

When did it become easier 
for everyone to go to the 
seaside?

When railways were invented, everyone was able to go to the seaside.

What did people like doing at 
the seaside?

They liked riding donkeys and eating ice-creams

Where did people get changed 
at the seaside in the past?

They got changed in bathing machines as people did not like showing their bodies

Where did people stay when 
at the seasides?

As seasides became more popular – more hotels were built for people to stay in 
whilst at the seaside.

Key people 
King George IV



History Year 2 – Seaside’s in the past 
National Curriculum Objectives: look at changes in living memory 
 

•  

Prior Objectives:  
-changes in history 
-awareness of the past using common words and phrases relating to the passing of time 

Lesson 1 
     Skill – develop an 
awareness and understanding 
of the past 
 
     Knowledge –to share 
understanding of features of 
holidays 

Lesson 2 
     Skill –make comparisons 
 
     Knowledge - know holidays were 
different in the past 

Lesson 3 
     Skill – develop an awareness and 
understanding of the past 
 
 
       Knowledge – –to know why seaside 
holidays were not popular  

Lesson 4 
     Skill – make comparisons 
 
     Knowledge – identify similarities and 
differences between then and now 

Lesson 5 
     Skill –  
 
     Knowledge –  

Lesson 6 
     Skill –  
 
     Knowledge –  

WALT: understand and 
explain what features of 
holidays are 
 
WILF: 
--say what a holiday is 
-identify features of holidays 
 
 
Lesson: start with a 
discussion to check children’s 
understanding of what holidays 
are – put together a list while 
discussing (come back to this 
at the end of history lessons) 
 
-look at googled pictures of 
holidays and discuss what is 
happening – what are people 
doing and why? 
 
 
Recording: as a class think 
about what features of 
seaside holidays are and 
what activities people might 
do when on a seaside holiday 
and children draw one or 2 
pictures of activities and 
label 
 
 

WALT: to use photographs and 
key words to find clues about 
what seaside holidays were like in 
the past. 
 
WILF: 
-find clues from given resources 
-begin to identify what was done or 
used in seaside holidays in the past 
 
 
Lesson: recap previous lesson 
 
-go through slides on the PPT looking at 
the photos of seaside holidays and key 
words and look for clues for what 
seaside’s were like in the past 
 
-look at the seaside words and discuss 
what they mean and if children think 
they are still used at the seaside. 
 
-look at pictures of what seaside’s 
were like and see if children can 
identify different things in the 
pictures  
- discuss are these things still used or 
done? 
 
 
Recording: children to chose one 
thing from seaside holidays in the 

WALT: understand seaside holidays 
were not always popular 
 
WILF: 
--give reasons why seaside holidays 
were not important 
-begin to understand why they gained 
popularity 
 
Lesson: teacher – use the 
information file on seaside holidays 
to present information about why 
seaside holidays were not popular and 
how they became popular 
 
Children will find out why seaside 
holidays were initially only enjoyed by 
the rich.  
- look at how and why this changed 
during the Victorian era, looking 
particularly at the role of the steam train 
in allowing people to visit the beach 
 
Recording: in pairs or small groups 
write/draw how and why seaside 
holidays were not popular and how 
they became popular 
 
 
 

WALT: to think about the 
similarities and differences 
between seaside holidays then and 
now 
 
WILF: 
-compare seaside holidays then and now 
-produce a comparison list 
 
Lesson: Recap why seaside holidays 
were not popular 
 
-discuss what has been learnt about 
seaside holidays 
 
-look at pictures of holidays then and 
now and make comparisons 
- how did people travel 
- did they stay? 
- how did they make their holidays fun? 
 
-make bullet points together 
 
Recording: together as a class 
produce a comparison fact file on 
holidays then and now 
Look at list from the first lesson 
and discuss what has been learnt 
 

WALT:  
 
WILF: 
- 
- 
- 
 
Lesson 
 
Recording: 
 

WALT:  
 
WILF: 
- 
- 
- 
 
Lesson 
 
Recording: 
 



past – draw it and write what was 
done with it or how it was used 

Assessment: prior knowledge, work in books, fact files 
Key Vocabulary: activities, seaside, comparisons 
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